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Is it too
easy to
become a
trucker?
Solving the driver
shortage by
playing hard to get
By Jim Bray

Welcome
to the home
of chrome

The Working Chrome Truck Show is gaining in popularity and becoming a mainstay on the truck show calendar.
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our Western
Canada news
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jim@transportationmedia.ca
or call
403-453-5558

A growing truck show in Winnipeg brings together
some awesome trucks, and even a celebrity.
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WINNIPEG, Man. – So far this year I’ve been really busy, so I haven’t been able to attend any of
the popular truck shows. But I had booked the
time off for my favourite of them all, the Working
Chrome show hosted by the boys at the House
of Chrome in Headingley, Man.
It is the second year that the show has been
held at the Red River Exhibition Grounds,
which are adjacent to the intersection of the
Trans-Canada Highway and the Perimeter
Bypass around Winnipeg. There’s lots of free

Careers: 7, 13, 14, 17,
18, 22, 24, 30, 32

parking and it’s a stone’s throw from the Flying
J truck stop – and if you have really big arms,
from the Husky truck stop a bit further west.
The show took place over the Aug. 16-18
weekend, starting on Friday and running
through Sunday. During this time, trucks
are coming and going all the time as the title Working Chrome means just that, these
are all working trucks and some of them have
to go to work.
The reason I like this show so much is because of the atmosphere. People bring along
Continued on page 21
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REGINA, Sask. – Al Rosseker, head of the
Saskatchewan Trucking Association (STA),
thinks that one potential solution for the
driver shortage may be to make it more difficult to become a driver in the first place.
That may seem counterintuitive to some
(after all, how can it make sense to restrict
the supply of bodies to increasingly empty
cabs across Canada?), Rosseker thinks it
could be a way to help the industry at large
get taken more seriously than it has been
in the past.
It’s all about standards, training, professionalism – and perception. Rosseker
told Truck West he’d like to see standards
set so that, on one hand, there’ll be fewer
under-qualified or unprofessional drivers
inflicted on public roads while, on the other hand, the industry itself can earn the
perception among the public of it being a
legitimate destination profession. In other
words, it’s an attempt to make the industry more attractive to newcomers who are
looking for a rewarding, long-term, professional career.
And how bad can that be?
Rosseker’s strategy would require a few
things, however, including better quality
driver training – something he said is in
short supply.
“Quite frankly, I would suggest with all
due respect that 75% of the training schools
in Saskatchewan, and I use the term loosely, are selling steering permits,” he said.
“That’s all it is.”
He accused such operators of simply
putting people in the cab, teaching them
the route the tester’s going to take, and
“They go around, and around and around,”
he said. “This isn’t driver training.”
In the trucking industry, “We are basically sitting in the situation where by 2020
we’re probably going to have a shortage of at
least 14% of drivers,” Rosseker said. He acknowledged that part of the solution could
be to hire from overseas but said that’s also
an uphill battle, and for the same reasons
homegrown talent is in short supply.
“We can’t get immigrants over because
we’re not really classed as a profession;
we’re classed as sort of a trade,” he said.
“But again, if you look at a lot of the trades,
Continued on page 16
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The truck convoy
Editorial
Comment
James Menzies

I

n trucking, there’s no better symbol of unity than a
slow-rolling truck convoy.
There are two types of cere–
monial convoys: those that
celebrate a cause; and those
somber rolling tributes to a
fallen trucker.
We have recently heard of two such
convoys.
In Paris, Ont., a new record was set,
with $80,000 raised for Special Olympics through the Ontario leg of the
World’s Largest Truck Convoy for Special Olympics. Similar events were held
in other provinces, where new records
were also set.
This event brings together the trucking industry, law enforcement and the
Special Olympics. Talk to the drivers,
and most will tell you the highlight of
participating is driving with a Special
Olympian riding shotgun. That experience is equally memorable for the athlete, as well.
In Lion’s Head, Ont., there was a convoy of a different sort held in late August. Marshall McCartney, a beloved
trucker’s trucker was killed in an acci-

dent in Wiarton, Ont., leaving behind
his fiancé and her young child.
The small town of Lion’s Head was
shaken by the accident.
Friends wanted to do
something special for
McCartney, and so they
organized a 27-truck
convoy, which paraded
his casket through town
one last time.
It was a fitting tribute, which McCartney’s
friends and family say
he would’ve loved.
These are two very
different types of convoys, both very powerful
in their own way. We’ve
seen waning interest in
truck shows across the
country, with lower participation and trucker
turnout at many events.
Yet at the same time,
I don’t recall ever hearing about so many convoys for various causes. I’ve taken to
calling the late summer and early fall
Convoy Season. And we’re in the midst
of it now. Up next, the Convoy for a
Cure will raise awareness, and funds,
for cancer Oct. 5. Out East, there was
the Convoy for Hope, held Sept. 14. In
May, a convoy in Newfoundland raised
money for the local children’s hospital,

3

and another in Miramichi was held to
support a cancer-stricken driver.
The fourth annual Tony Rossi
Convoy for Hope was held June 8 in
Alberta.
All these convoys and I’m sure I’ve
missed some. The truck convoy is a

unique form of ceremony that’s really
without equal in other industries. And
that’s something worth celebrating.
James Menzies can be reached
by phone at (416) 510-6896 or by
e-mail at jmenzies@trucknews.com.
You can also follow him on Twitter
at Twitter.com/JamesMenzies.

Expect more from us…again
en years ago, when I
first wrote in this space
for Truck West after being appointed editorial director, I wrote that
“In a business climate
as turbulent and as
quickly changing as today’s, to stand
still is to fall behind.”
The reason I was appointed editorial director back then was to emphasize an important evolution in our
own change strategy: the bringing of
all our transportation products under one umbrella. We were confident
this strategy would place us in the
best position to address the changing
needs of our readers and advertisers and summed up what you should
expect from us going forward in one
word: MORE.
Today, I’m writing in this space,
which has been home for a decade,
to announce another appointment
and a further evolution of our change
strategy. As of this issue I have the
honour of replacing my mentor and
friend Rob Wilkins as publisher.
After more than 30 years in the
publishing industry, Rob has decided to retire. I wish him well in this
next chapter of his life and owe him
a great debt of gratitude.
Rob led our group through great
change and steered us through the
turbulence of the worst recession
since the Great Depression. It’s a
testament to his leadership and the
wisdom of our change strategy that
while other industry publishers were
forced to shut down magazines and
some media outlets disappeared al-

The view
with Lou
Lou Smyrlis
together, we not only survived, but
thrived. We are larger today than a
decade ago.
On that day 10 years ago, Truck
News and Truck West became part
of an expanded family of editorial
products which included Fleet Executive, our magazine geared towards
the interests of fleet owners; Canadian Transportation & Logistics, which
addressed the needs of shippers; a research arm to gather objective, factbased information on key industry
trends; two Web sites; and two weekly newsletters.
For the first time, our five editors
and our army of professional writers and industry experts across the
country began working together towards our mandate to provide our
readers and advertisers with the industry’s best source of information
on the issues that drove their decision-making.
By working together, we felt there
was no other news source in the Canadian transportation market that
could match our reach and access to
resources.
By leveraging our strength in numbers, we were able to pioneer new
ways to reach out to you. Our awardwinning WebTV show, TMTV, is not
only a favourite on our Web site, but
is approaching half a million views

on our YouTube channel.
Our social media presence – Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn – is second to
none in the industry. We moved up to
a daily e-newsletter to keep you up to
date on the latest news happenings,
and added several other newsletters
for those with specific interests.
It’s safe to say we have conducted,
and shared, more research on the
transportation industry over the past
10 years than any other industry organization by a long stretch.
And our Surface Transportation
Summit is becoming recognized as
one of the best educational and networking opportunities in transportation today.
My mandate as publisher and editorial director (hey, I love my old job
too much to give it up) is to take the
next steps towards becoming a true
multimedia provider of industry information. And I plan on being very
busy in the years to come.
I’m going to end this column, the
same way I ended it 10 years ago.
To our readers, our advertisers,
and even our competitors, I will say
this: Keep an eye on us. We will surprise you. We will inform you. We
will impress you. What you can and
should expect from Truck West and
our group of transportation magazines can be summed up in a single
word: MORE.
Lou Smyrlis can be reached by
phone at (416) 510-6881 or by e-mail
at lou@TransportationMedia.ca.
You can also follow him on Twitter at
Twitter.com/LouSmyrlis.
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Monthly Class 8 Sales – July 13

Most of 2013 has experienced a downward trend
in monthly truck sales totals in comparison to the
previous year. July, unfortunately, was no different.
The 2,239 trucks sold in July were about 300 behind
last year’s pace. Every OEM, with the exception of
Mack and Western Star, posted lower figures than the
previous year. But it’s important to place the numbers
in wider historical perspective. Going back to 1999,
there were only 5 years with better sales results in
July. The sales total for the month is also more than
400 above the five-year average.

OEM

This
Month

Last Year

Freightliner

564

612

International

300

438

Kenworth

417

489

Mack

227

199

Peterbilt

256

330

Volvo

261

265

Western Star
TOTALS

214

209

2239

2542

Historical Comparison – YTD July 13

Class 8 Sales (YTD July 13) by Province and OEM
OEM

BC

ALTA

SASK

MAN

ONT

QUE

NB

NS

PEI

NF

CDA

Freightliner

344

514

124

226

1,920

695

221

63

21

19

4,147

Kenworth

509

1,044

303

52

473

512

76

0

0

0

2,969

Mack

98

216

103

46

499

218

54

56

0

7

1,297

International

91

412

35

101

968

481

78

33

16

22

2,237

Peterbilt

333

759

172

138

322

342

104

40

0

0

2,210

Volvo

204

124

89

132

781

413

88

43

0

5

1,879

Western Star

216

440

43

40

251

283

33

74

3

18

1,402

1,795

3,509

869

735

5,214

2,944

654

309

41

71

16,141

TOTALS

Historical Comparison – July 13 Sales

One month past the half way mark of the year, YTD Class 8 sales of 16,141 units places 2013 more than 2,000 trucks behind last year’s pace but also more than 3,000 above
the five-year average. So far, this is the 6th best year in sales going back to 1999. We don’t expect a particularly strong second half of the year, however. Our revised estimate
is for Class 8 sales to come in around 28,500 vehicles in 2013.
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2,000
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0
Sales

August

September

October

November

December

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

2,517

2,392

2,575

2,411

2,326

1,916

1,808

2,442

2,669

2,721

2,346

2.239
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Class 8 sales have come in above 2,000, reminiscent of the industry’s capacity boom years of
2005 to 2007, for five straight months now. However, the three-month trend towards increased
sales figures month over month has come to an end. The big question now is how well sales will
hold up over the summer months and the rest of 2013.

Chevron Global Lubricants CS6.indd 4

Freightliner, last year’s Canadian market leader, enters the second half of
the year solidly in control of the market share lead with more than a quarter
of Canadian Class 8 truck sales. Kenworth finished 2012 in the number
two spot for market share and there it still sits with an 18% market share.
Navistar International finished the year with 15% market share and is now in
a dead heat with Peterbilt with a 14% share of the Canadian Class 8 market.

Source: Canadian Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association

Market Share Class 8 – July 13 YTD

12-Month Sales Trends

Go with Delo and you’ve
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Manitoba councillor calls for ban of “unsightly” trucks
WINNIPEG, Man. – The Manitoba
Trucking Association (MTA) was left
unimpressed after a city councillor
proposed moving trucks off main thoroughfares without suggesting any reasonable solutions for their relocation.
Winnipeg city councillor Dan Vandal wants to see trucks vanish from a
number of roads, claiming they are
unsightly.
“We have to progress as a city, does
anyone other than the trucking association like semi-trailers at Portage and
Main?” Vandal said. “It’s a no-brainer, we have semi-trailers that go down
Provencher over the bridge, and then
meander onto Portage Avenue. It’s time
to get rid of the tractor-trailers from
Portage and Main and Provencher
Boulevard.”

Manitoba Trucking Association
general manager Terry Shaw was surprised to hear yet another call for a
truck ban on Provencher and other
roads.
“To hear that Councillor Vandal is
making comments on an increased
ban is even more surprising and frankly, very disappointing,” Shaw said.
“The Manitoba Trucking Association is a solutions-based organization.
Our preference is to work in harmony with our elected leaders and other stakeholders towards a mutually
agreeable result.
“We have heard loudly, clearly and
regularly that Councillor Vandal
doesn’t want trucks on certain vital
traffic corridors in Winnipeg, such as
Provencher, and now possibly Portage

Avenue. Unfortunately, what is noticeably lacking from those statements are
any suggestions on reasonable alternative routes,” Shaw added.
MTA president Norm Blagden explains that routes are based on a number of detailed factors.
“Truck traffic naturally gravitates
towards the most efficient routes. The
questions trucking companies, and the
customers they serve, concern themselves with are: Is the route direct? Is it
cost effective? Is it safe?” Blagden said.
“If trucking companies were provided with alternative routes to Provencher and Portage that better address
those basic business needs, then the
industry wouldn’t be as reliant on
them. Unfortunately, that isn’t the case
currently,” said Blagden.

Shaw noted that it isn’t just the
trucking industry that would be affected by Vandal’s proposal, but the
impact would stretch beyond a number of key industries.
“The trucking industry employs
about 20,000 Manitobans, and it is a
critical service provider to other key
Winnipeg industries such as construction, manufacturing and the
retail trade. We question how a key
to Winnipeg seeing ‘progress as a
city’ includes the arbitrary discrimination of such a large segment of
Winnipeg’s population and industry,” Shaw said.
If the ban is made official, the MTA
projects a financial burden to the city’s
industries at an approximate cost of
$600,000 annually.

Nominations open
for 2014 Best Fleets
to Drive For
The call has once again gone out to
North American drivers and owner/
operators, to nominate their fleet
for the Best Fleet to Drive For competition. The competition is hosted by the Truckload Carriers Association (TCA) and administered
by Canadian online training firm
CarriersEdge. This year’s nomination process will run through till
5 p.m. Nov. 1. Drivers and O/Os
who’d like to see their carrier acknowledged, can nominate them at
www.BestFleetsToDriveFor.com.
“This program publicly recognizes and celebrates the fleets that
are working to provide exceptional workplace environments,” said
Mark Murrell, president of CarriersEdge. “As we survey the participants, we’re documenting a series
of success stories that model best
practices for other companies to
adopt or follow. It’s good for the
carriers, the drivers, and the image
of trucking, which is why the number of nominations seems to double
every year. As we head into the
next round, I have no doubt that
this trend will continue.”
The contest is open to all for-hire
fleets based in the US or Canada,
with 10 or more trucks. Membership
in TCA isn’t required.
Nominated companies will be
put through an evaluation process
that will gauge their driver-related
programs.
Fleets that have done well in the
competition say they’ve seen the
value in participating.
Tom Pirnie, president of Grand Island Express of Grand Island, Nebraska, the winner of the Best Overall Fleet for Company Drivers in last
year’s program, said “Entering this
competition forces a carrier to examine, in depth, its recruiting, HR
policies, procedures and benefits.
A review of maintenance and safety
practices/results is also necessary.
The whole process will give you a
benchmark as to how you compare
to your competition.”
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Is there such thing as too
much health and safety?
n a recent trip out to Vancouver I was left shaking my head in dismay.
For once it wasn’t the behaviour of one of my colleagues at fault, which is a
refreshing change, it has to
be said. The subject of my disapproval
this time is health and safety. That’s a
strange thing to find a problem with, you
might say, but if you have ever worked in
Britain, you will know exactly why I feel
this way. Over there health and safety is
an industry; almost every company has
a health and safety officer and from my
experience, their role in this world is to
think up ways to complicate my life.
Now I’m not for one minute suggesting that we don’t need adequate protection and safety in the workplace. We do,
but my experience in B.C. has confirmed
that some of those strange polices have
followed me across the Atlantic.
I pulled up at a guard shack to check
in at my receiver. It is now provincial law
to wear high-visibility clothing, so I had
my Hi-Viz waistcoat at the ready. But the
guard also insisted I wear safety shoes.
I told him they were in my side locker and I would put them on when I got
out of the truck, but oh no, this wasn’t
good enough, I was not allowed on site
if I wasn’t wearing them. Now I have size
12 feet, so I get my boots from the same
store as Ronald McDonald.
I actually drive in just my socks. I have
better control over the pedals this way as
it is a direct contact between them and
my feet – there isn’t a square yard of rubber in between and there is no danger
of hitting the brake and the throttle at
the same time, as there is when I wear
boots. I pointed this out, but by this time
the guard was getting bored with me.
Boots on or turn around, were my only
options. Of course being diplomatic and
a representative of not only my company, but the trucking industry as a whole,
I put on the boots.I pulled my truck into
the yard, opened my trailer doors, hit the
dock I had been assigned and went to
hand in my bills. I entered the building
and walked 10 feet down an alleyway
created by some chain link fencing to
the receiving window.
At no time during any of this did I encounter anything that could injure my
toes in any way, except for almost tripping up the steps because of my silly
clown boots. In some ways I can understand the need for high-visibility clothing whilst on the premises – after all,
there are trucks moving around.
Unfortunately the Hi-Viz is the tip of
the iceberg, the health and safety industry uses them as the catalyst to interfere
in every single thing we do at work.
Here’s an example of just how ridiculous it can get. Twenty-five years ago,
back in England, I used to haul pop.
Drivers would walk around in flip-flops
and shorts. If you needed to get on your
trailer to move a strap or whatever, you
just jumped up and did your thing, similar to how we do things here in Canada.
Now fast-forward to the present. On
my last visit back to the land of my birth,
I got bored and went out driving truck for
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You say tomato
I say tomahto
Mark Lee
a week. I went to the same drink factory
and it had changed beyond all recognition. I had to dress in full PPE apparel
before I was allowed through the gate,
so safety boots, safety goggles, hard hat,
safety gloves, my arms and legs had to
be covered and of course, I had to wear
the Hi-Viz jacket.

On reaching the loading area I had
to park my truck and follow a walkway
to the office. It took such a convoluted
path that I lost all sense of direction and
it made me dizzy. On reaching the office
I was handed a sheet of paper to read and
sign. It was just a big long list of things
I wasn’t allowed to do. After handing it
back, I was assigned a dock. Instead of
loading through the side, health and
safety rules now insisted trailers were
loaded through the rear doors. So I
backed into the assigned door and a
goofy wheel lock arrangement locked
my trailer wheels in place. I then had
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to dolly down and park my tractor in a
holding area, lock it and hand the keys in
at the check-in desk and sit in a waiting
room until my bleeper went off.
While I was doing this, a fork truck had
placed a pallet with a stop sign on it in
front of my trailer and had fitted a lock
to the air line connections to prevent it
from being moved. Loading was completed and the whole process was done
in reverse. I pulled out with my load two
hours after arriving. Two hours of nonstop messing around. It used to take no
more than 45 minutes to get a load before all this health and safety nonsense.
I had no clue how the freight was loaded
or even if it was the correct product. And
it all started with a Hi-Viz coat.
A fourth generation trucker and trucking
journalist, Mark Lee uses his 25 years of
trucking in Europe, Asia, North Africa
and North America to provide an alternative view of life onthe road.
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Out here, our lives can change in an instant
ast month in this column
I posed the question: Is
this trucking lifestyle really for me? I know that
it is, and have come to
understand that the daily grind, the amount of
time on the job, and the
repetition can drag a driver down from
time to time.
That can allow a sense of complacency to creep in. Complacency, being unaware of potential dangers in
our daily lives, is an unhealthy state
of mind for a driver to be in.
Being self-satisfied with the state of
affairs in our lives can lull us into forgetting how impermanent the foundations we build our lives upon truly
are. I was reminded of this through a
couple of recent events.
One of the best pieces of advice that
I have heard given about driving for a
living was this: If you come to the day
when you think that you have seen it
all, well, then it is time to hang up the
keys. That is probably the shortest and
most poignant argument that can be
made for practicing defensive driving
techniques.
It was through an interaction on one
of my social media feeds that I was reminded of that advice.
In that conversation a seasoned driver, with a depth of experience in challenging conditions, had done everything he had to do to get his rig stopped
in order not to cause harm to anyone
else. Yes, he said he banged up his
equipment a little in doing so, but it
was a snowy night on a steep mountain grade.
What he couldn’t count on was the
rig coming down the grade behind
him, just smoking along. It took him
out, banging him up inside his cab.
Over a year after the fact, he still suffers from frequent headaches.
Physically, he is capable of driving again and has passed his driver’s
physical, allowing him to do so. But
his head is still not in it. He has issues
with traffic and needs an empty road
to be totally comfortable.
He’d love to be back to trucking for
a living but he’s not ready for it yet and
he’s working on it.
Kudos to this driver and his attitude.
He certainly wasn’t complacent or derelict in his responsibility as a professional driver that night, yet the foundations of his life were shaken by the
actions of those around him. His life
changed in an instant. He said in his
conversation with me, “Just maybe if
more drivers were better informed that
night, my truck would not have been
so torn up.”
You can spend your life on the road
out here and retire without ever being
involved in a collision that affects your
life in such a way. But I believe every
driver that has been on the road for any
length of time has experienced his or
her fair share of close calls and can relate a story of someone they know or
have known that has been involved in
a collision of some sort.
The potential for harm is always
present. On arrival home a few days after the above conversation took place,
I ended up spending 12 hours in the
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Over the
road
Al Goodhall
emergency ward with my wife. Dealing with 12 hours of scans, tests and
pain management hits you in a spot
you don’t often go to.
When the health of the most important person in your life hangs in limbo, you recognize just how fragile the
framework of your life is. Just like the
fact we can’t control the actions of the
people around us, neither can we control the effects of aging and illness.
Effects that, in an instant, can

change how you live your life and
how you view the world in which you
live. So I come back to the same point
I closed last month’s column with: the
importance of living your life in the
present moment. Doing so prevents
us from sliding into that complacent
state of mind and keeps us focused on
the task at hand, eliminating or at least
dramatically reducing the potential
for causing harm to ourselves or others through our actions as professional drivers. For the situations that arise
unexpectedly, which change the fabric
or our lives, what option do we have
but to accept the changes and deal
with them the best we can?
Whether it be the behaviour of oth-

er drivers on the road or the inevitable changes that occur in our personal
lives, life goes on, as they say. Thinking and writing about these experiences over the past couple of weeks has
illuminated just how quickly life can
change both for the better or worse,
and how important it is to be present
to enjoy the good times and cope with
the bad while supporting others in a
time of need.
Al Goodhall has been a professional
long-haul driver since 1998. He shares
his experiences via his ‘Over the Road’
blog at http://truckingacrosscanada.
blogspot.com. You can also follow him
on Twitter at Twitter.com/Al_Goodhall.
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Five tips for easier tax payments
hope you had a busy summer
of running hard and avoiding
all those vacationers in their
overloaded, pillow-crammedin-the-back-window vehicles.
Of course, somehow September is flying by without a blink.
And now it’s nearly October.
Traditionally, this is when owner/operators should stop and smell the aroma of
taxes. With the year drawing to a close,
there’s still time to review your finances, adjust your tax plan (if you have one),
and make a difference. Whether you’re a
sole proprietor or an incorporated owner/operator, the good news is you’ve got
three quarters of 2013 under your belt.
With nine full months of income and expenses at hand, you can make a pretty
accurate estimate of what your final tax
bill ought to be. Armed with this information, you’re going to do five things:

Tax Talk
Scott Taylor

have to look after your future. Putting
$3,000 into an RRSP by March 1 could
save $900 that would otherwise go to
CRA come April.

Talk strategy
owed to CRA come this April. Buying
those tires in February, the following
tax year, will delay your savings until
April 2015. Remember, your “purchase”
means having a bill of sale or charge to
an account or credit card dated no later
than Dec. 31. You do not have to actually
pay the expense until later.

Contribute to your RRSP
There’s no magic answer here, but you

If you have an accountant or a bookkeeper, sit down together and review
your financials for the year so far.
Compare this year’s numbers to last
year.
See where you’ve improved and
what you can work on to minimize the
amount of tax you owe.
If certain items are higher or lower, you should know why. If you don’t
know, find out. Who knows what could
be wrong or missing?

11

Streamline your payments
Electronic filing is quickly increasing in
popularity as tax filers discover how convenient, easy, and secure filing online
really is. In June, CRA announced that
20 million Canadians took advantage
of electronic filing services, which is up
from 17 million last year.
Still, that leaves roughly six million
tax returns that were filed on paper.
What a wonderful make-work program
for Canada Post and CRA data-entry
staff. If everyone e-filed, Canada Post
would be in even more financial trouble than it already is.
Paying CRA is not fun. But paying in regular installments is much
more affordable than dealing with
one large bill or a slew of interest and
penalties.
Scott Taylor is vice-president of TFS
Group. Learn more at www.tfsgroup.com
or call 800-461-5970.

Review your tax
installments
Compare what you’ve already paid in installments in 2013 against your estimate
for the entire year. If you need to adjust
your monthly payment for the remainder
of 2013 and into 2014, now is the time to
do it. Installments are not tax payments
in advance; they are paid throughout the
calendar year in which you are earning
the taxable income.
If you skip a payment, miss a deadline, or owe more tax than you actually
paid, CRA will levy penalties and interest (currently 5%). In fact, not only
does CRA add interest to your tax bill
come April 30, it will charge interest
on your overdue tax balance, which of
course includes installment interest.
They’ll want interest on your interest.
Hopefully, you have been paying tax
in installments. If not, here’s what you
should know about how to do it.
For sole proprietors, installments are
periodic income tax payments made on
certain dates (this year, on March 15, June
15, Sept. 15, and Dec. 15). With a few exceptions, you must pay your income tax
in installments for 2013 if your net tax owing is more than $3,000 in 2013 or in either 2012 or 2011. Any balance owning
after the final 2013 payment is due by
April 30, 2014. If your installments add up
to more than the total tax you owe, CRA
will send you a refund after it assesses
your 2013 tax return. If you’re incorporated, you are required to make installments under two possible accounts: one
is for the corporate income tax and the
other is your payroll account for any wages being paid to you or your family. Based
on your corporate income, you may want
to adjust your installment amounts being
made to your payroll account. CRA also
charges 5% interest if your corporate tax
installments are insufficient.

Consider making
major purchases
Do you need to buy a trailer? Replace
your truck? Do serious repairs? Buy
tires? If you plan to make a major purchase in the near future, you may want
to do so before Dec. 31. There can be tax
advantages to loading up on expenses in
a high-income year. Spending $3,000 on
tires in December could save you $900
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Focusing on safety ratings
can deliver financial benefits

C

arrier safety ratings create
a minimum barrier of entry for anyone who wants to
run a truck fleet. At the very
least, a poor score – caused
by factors such as driving
violations or equipment defects – will trigger added attention from government auditors and
roadside inspectors, alike. But several
competitive advantages are also available for fleets that look to earn the best
grades under Ontario Commercial Vehicle Operator’s Registration (CVOR) or
US-based Compliance, Safety and Accountability (CSA) programs.
High ratings translate into added revenue when safety-conscious shippers
use the information to compare fleets
that are competing for freight. A growing
number of freight brokers have certainly
been asking for Department of Transportation numbers and studying safety
ratings before assigning loads. Insurers
who are establishing premiums, meanwhile, are digging deeper into the data
than ever before.
A score’s underlying data can offer insight into more issues than some
managers realize. The CSA’s individual
Behaviour Analysis and Safety Improve-

Ask The
Experts
Matt Graveline
ment Categories (BASICs), for example,
track everything from unsafe and fatigued driving, to driver fitness, the use
of controlled substances or alcohol, vehicle maintenance, cargo issues and the
likelihood of crashes. Each factor is compared against the experience of industry
peers, offering meaningful benchmarks.
The list of a job candidate’s crashes over
the past five years, and roadside inspections failed in the last three years, are
also available through the related PreEmployment Screening Program and
its Driver Information Resource records.
Armed with this data, fleets have a
chance to focus business strategies that
will earn better ratings and secure other
lasting benefits.
Look no further than the way a reported increase in out-of-service violations
can be used to make informed changes
in a maintenance bay. Fleet managers
who notice an unusual spike in the brake
defects that are spotted during roadside

inspections have the chance to search
for a root cause, whether it involves pretrip inspection strategies, training in the
steps to adjust brakes, the replacement
schedules for individual components,
or the specifications for preferred parts.
Once a change is made, the ratings data
itself can be used to track successes or
refine strategies.
The benefits do not end with the improving scores. Delays at roadside inspection stations will trend downward,
reducing the cost of penalties linked to
late shipments, while the need for costly
mobile service calls will also drop. The
choices can even extend service intervals or shorten stopping distances, the
latter of which could help to reduce the
costs linked to collisions. For that matter, drivers who realize they face fewer
delays at roadside inspection stations
have one less reason to look for another
employer.
Meanwhile, other ratings can be used
to focus training programs. A safety
team which identifies a driver who
has been ticketed for an improper lane
change, for example, will know the employee faces a high risk of having a collision in the next year. Research by the
American Transportation Research In-

stitute found that someone who is cited for failing to use a signal is 96% more
likely to have a crash. This is the type of
risk that can be offset with a defensive
driving program.
Surprisingly, despite the value of all
this data, some fleets continue to offload
the analysis and training-related solutions to third-party safety consultants
who are contracted in a misguided attempt to slash costs. Services like these
need to be selected carefully if they are
outsourced at all. A fleet that pays a consultant to report on the data just once
per quarter, for example, can miss challenges that emerge in a matter of weeks,
potentially triggering audits before any
corrective action begins. To compound
matters, some of the service providers
answer emerging training needs with
driver manuals that are cut and pasted
together without any thought to the way
a fleet actually conducts business. In the
wake of a poor rating or a collision, this
can leave fleet managers in the awkward
position of explaining the differences to
an auditor or judge.
There is no question that corrective
actions and a greater focus on ratings
often need to be supported with budget
dollars. But informed choices will ensure
scarce resources are invested where they
can make the biggest difference of all.
And that is when a ratings system becomes a valuable business tool.
This month’s expert is Matt Graveline,
senior risk services consultant with
Northbridge Insurance. Visit them at
www.nbins.com.
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US for-hire truck tonnage
takes small step back in July

WINNIPEG (564-6228)

ONTARIO

CALGARY

EDMONTON

ARLINGTON, Va. – US for-hire truck
tonnage dipped 0.4% in July, marking
the first decline since April. The small
decline came on the heels of a 0.1% increase in June. June 2013 posted the
highest tonnage on record, according
to American Trucking Associations
data. Tonnage was up 4.7% year-overyear in July. The ATA characterized July’s tonnage as “robust,” but added it
was the smallest year-over-year gain
seen since April.
Year-to-date, US for-hire truck tonnage is up 2.7% compared to 2012.
“After gaining a total of 2.2% in May
and June, it isn’t surprising that tonnage slipped a little in July,” ATA chief
economist Bob Costello said. “The decrease corresponds with the small de-

cline in manufacturing output during
July reported by the Federal Reserve.”
He added: “Despite the small reprieve in July, we expect solid tonnage
numbers during the second half of the
year as sectors that generate heavy
freight, like oil and gas and autos,
continue with robust growth. Home
construction generates a significant
amount of tonnage, but as mortgage
rates and home prices rise, growth in
housing starts will decelerate slightly
in the second half of the year, but still
be a positive for truck freight volumes.
Tonnage gains in the second half of the
year are likely to overstate the strength
in the economy as these heavy freight
sectors continue to outperform the
economy overall.”

Kansas to headline OOIDA truck show
WINNIPEG (564-6228)

ONTARIO

CALGARY

EDMONTON

NOW HIRING!

AB based Company Drivers & O/O’s for AB-BC Container Division
BC based O/O’s for BC-AB Container Division
Company or O/O for AB-BC General Freight Division
CURRENTLY HIRING COMPANY DRIVERS & OWNER OPERATORS FOR

GRAIN VALLEY, Mo. – The Heart of America Trucking Show will be pumping out
tunes from legendary rock band Kansas as part of a free concert series celebrating the 40th anniversary of the Owner-Operator Independent Drivers Association (OOIDA). The US-based national association for professional truckers,
OOIDA and Lucas Oil will host the event Oct. 18-19 at the Kansas Speedway
and is open to association members, non-members and the public.
The event, which celebrates achievements in the field of professional
trucking, features a wide array of activities, educational sessions and
competitions all celebrating the past 40 years of fighting for the rights
of truckers, according to OOIDA. For more information or to pre-register
for the show, visit www.ooidatruckshow.com.
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keep rolling.
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STA’s Rosseker wants to see drivers recognized as skilled workers
Continued from page 1

there are apprenticeship programs. Even
if you’re going to be a chef we have what’s
called a Red Seal program – there are standards. Where are they in truck transport?”
Rosseker noted that truck drivers are
classed lower in terms of the National Occupation Codes than short-order cooks who
don’t have nearly the same responsibility as
a commercial truck driver who’s “wheeling down the highway with approximately
$500,000 worth of equipment and merchandise, driving a machine that’s closer to an airplane than a car. And no professional standards! It’s not the right way to go. We’ve got
to make our industry a little more difficult
to get into so that there is some value there.”

No automatic standards
Standards have to originate somewhere, of
course, and Rosseker would like to see them
industry-driven, rather than governmentmandated. He acknowledged, however, that
it’s a windmill at which the STA and others
have been tilting for years already, meeting
mostly with frustration.
“We got to the point where we got tired of
going to the regulators and saying ‘Let’s raise
the standards in various areas here,’ but for
whatever reasons they didn’t want to do it,”
he said. “We were in it for the longest time and
fighting hard to try to raise standards and
implement standards.” All isn’t doom and
gloom, however. Rosseker noted that the Canadian Trucking Alliance has now commissioned a Blue Ribbon Task Force initiative to

Where will the next generation of truck drivers come from? STA’s Al Rosseker thinks the industry should raise the bar
by making it tougher to break into the profession. 					
Photo by WowTrucksCalendar.com

look into the topic, so something is happening. “They are now looking from an industry
standpoint of saying (the driver shortage) isn’t
going to get any better the way it’s going, so
we have to do something about it,” he said.
“And that’s good.”

Money matters
It’s not only a staffing issue, however;
it’s also a bottom line concern. A recent

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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“They don’t have drivers,” he said. “They
have PTO’s: Professional Transport Operators. Maybe we’ve got to get rid of this term
‘driver,’ and start looking at is that these guys
are professionals.”
And that brings him back to the topic of
making it more difficult to climb into a cab
in order to help showcase that it is, indeed
a very skilled profession.
“I’ll be the first to suggest that, no not
anybody can drive a truck,” he said. “Take
a look at the dashboard of a new truck! These
things have something like 27 chips in them.
It isn’t like you’re a 15-year-old kid driving
a ‘52 Fargo truck on the farm; it’s closer to
an airplane.”
Rosseker thinks a good first step may be
to start treating the gig more as a profession
within the industry itself, leading by example, as it were. And that means holding oneself to a higher standard. “We’ve got to start
looking at ourselves and saying there are
professional standards and that makes us
a profession,” he said, adding “you do have
to apprentice, you do have to put in hours
on a loading dock to learn how things work.
Maybe (then) we can attract a higher calibre of person (and) end up finally paying
better wages.”
He doesn’t expect overnight change, of
course. “It’s a long row to hoe, we know that,”
he said, “but you have to start somewhere.
Anything that anyone can do to raise the
standards, we’re all in favour of.”
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American Trucking Associations statistic
claimed a 97% average annual turnover of
drivers, which Rosseker said is “bizarre”
and tells him there’s something seriously
off kilter with the industry. “If your business had a 97% turnover in one segment
of its staff, wouldn’t that wave a red flag
to management that there’s something
wrong?” he asked. It’s an expensive conundrum, too, because it’s estimated
that every time a driver moves on it costs
a company thousands of dollars in extra
costs to find a replacement – from running ads to the salaries of the human resources personnel needed to oversee the
hiring. “Do the math,” Rosseker said. “It’s
costing millions.”
Rosseker thinks the shortage/perception situations can be helped by companies having a clearer focus on the drivers
themselves and their importance to the
company.
“These drivers are really our front line,”
he said. “They’re the guys who deal with the
customer, they’re the guys who deal with
the shipper, and they’re the guys who really
deal with the general public, whether they’re
in traffic, whether they’re on the highway,
whether they’re parked at Tim Horton’s. Yet
they’re the ones that we’re not spending a
lot of time with.”
Rosseker held up Saskatchewan’s Yanke
Transport as a positive example of a company that has always been progressive.
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Xpeditor refuse-truck brand
U-Haul trucks
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Al Rosseker, executive director of the Saskatchewan Trucking Association, also updated
Truck West on the STA’s work on regulation harmonization with its western counterparts.
“We came to an agreement with the four associations and the four provincial governments on regulatory harmonization for turnpike doubles,” he said, noting that there’ve
been a few snags to date, but “it’s stuff we’re working through.”
Now they’ve moved on to working on standardized rules for Rocky Mountain doubles.
“We had our initial meeting in Vancouver and started that ball rolling, slowly but surely,” Rosseker said, noting that progress so far hasn’t exactly been quick. “I wouldn’t
say we’re yelling and screaming or anything like that,” he said, “but we take some hard
positions and then we look for compromise.”
Rosseker noted it took four years to get an agreement on turnpike doubles so, all
things being equal, it’s probably unwise to hold one’s breath waiting for a new pact to
be hammered out. “It (the last agreement) shouldn’t have taken as long as it did and
we hope that the Rockies won’t take as long,” he said. “But who knows?”
The four provincial associations are working with John Pearson, from the National
Task Force on Weights and Dimensions, a man for whom Rosseker has high praise.
“I’ve got a lot of time for him,” he said. “He’s piloting this thing for us and is an excellent facilitator, a tremendous guy who knows his stuff and is very patient. He knows
how to move it along and we’ll get in there.”
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Responding to the responders

A

fter writing this column
for one-and-a-half years,
I’ve noticed a trend developing in the responses
that I receive.
Large carrier representatives, not surprisingly, never respond to my columns. Why
would they? I relentlessly criticize everything from their business practices and
hiring techniques, to their treatment of
drivers, not restricted to pay levels. A large
carrier would be foolish to even acknowledge my existence, much less admit to
reading anything I write. Smaller carrier
representatives respond somewhat regularly, always favourably.
I’m sure there are smaller trucking
company owners and managers who

Small Fleet,
Big Attitude
Bill Cameron
disagree with me; apparently just not
strongly enough to call me out.
Those who contact me tend to agree
that the quality of available driving staff
is worsening. They agree that we are increasingly over-legislated, and that our
governments would be better servicing
the industry not by passing more legislation, but by further investigating proposals for legislation which is currently
ignored. Those who respond to my columns have all, unilaterally, condemned
the practice of cutting rates just to keep

the wheels turning. There seems to be
no variance whatsoever in the opinions
of us small operators.
So, in these two groups, there have
been no unexpected or surprise reactions. The surprise responses have
been from drivers and owner/operators.
While some fit the same keyhole as small
company owners, I sometimes receive
angry e-mails from drivers. They never
disagree when I suggest higher wages,
or better highways. There’s no argument
when I contend that new trucks are often
a disappointment.
However, I can really rile the troops
when I suggest that drivers and owner/
operators should, in any way, change
their habits and/or practices. It appears
that overall, we as drivers aren’t very
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thick-skinned or open-minded when it
comes to subjects of self-improvement.
With the nonsense that drivers and
small company owners tolerate daily, I
thought we’d be a little tougher. This industry seems to demand a higher level of
resilience every day. Most angry e-mails
arrive within days of a new issue, and
often seem to have been written immediately after reading the column – heat
of the moment, so to speak. One driver
took offence to my assertion that drivers should be retested every 10-12 years.
I don’t doubt he was the professional
he claimed to be, I just think occasionally proving it is a good idea, otherwise
complacency sets in and bad habits are
deeply ingrained. A good example is the
construction industry.
Often, the long-time safe drivers are
more likely than a rookie to flop a dump
trailer. The rookie is often extra cautious,
while the older crowd has become too
comfortable. When I wrote about the
pros and cons of working for small or
large carriers, one gentleman informed
me that he worked for large carriers because “I don’t like to drive junk and then
fight to be paid.” There are bad apples in
every crate, and he apparently had found
a few. Those of us who diligently maintain equipment and pay our bills would
simply suggest he does more thorough
research before accepting employment
anywhere, regardless of fleet size.
When I wrote about the apparent lack
of math skills by some drivers, I had my
backside chewed some more.
A driver took offence to my opinion
that owner/operators striking for insufficient fuel surcharges should just change
jobs. He cited an acquaintance who, if
he resigned as an owner/op, would see
his final pay plus several thousand dollars withheld for 90 days. What kind of
capable business person would sign that
contract? As a carrier, I couldn’t find the
nerve to ask someone to commit to those
conditions. He also argued my statement
about drivers paid percentage not understanding travelling to areas where backhauls were scarce or cheap; that the right
carrier would charge enough one way to
cover the return shortfall.
He lectured me on knowing your cost
per mile, and not working for less, ever.
This is a problem that carriers have to
explain often. As we all know, there are
likely only four loads home for every 10
trucks that travel to the New England
states, so any available loads pay little.
Hold your breath and stamp your feet
all you like, it’s supply and demand. The
rates home will not increase.
Those who realize this can do well
running east, or other directions, as long
as the outbound rates are high. Trucking company owners understand this;
too many drivers don’t, and seem very
hesitant to listen. Don’t look at one-way
revenue in these cases, worry about the
round-trip.
I’ve never written anything here that I
later regretted. If you disagree with me,
I’m okay with that.
We all have different ideas. But when
you’re done being angry about what I
said, give some thought to what it meant.
Our driving improved as time moved
on; maybe improving in other ways is
to our benefit as well.
Bill Cameron and his wife Nancy currently own and operate Parks Transportation, a four-truck flatdeck trucking company. Bill can be reached at
williamcameron.bc@gmail.com.
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Truck owners and the general public mingled at the Working Chrome Truck Show in Winnipeg.

All about the working trucks
Continued from page 1

their trucks just to be there; there’s
no prize ceremony, so it isn’t a competition on who can spend the most
money on shiny bits, although there
is no shortage of shine on show.
The drivers are all there to hang
out and show off their trucks. Sure,
there are some spectacular trucks on
show – including some that have won
countless competitions at other events
– but here it’s all a little bit more relaxed. So what if there’s a spot of grease
or a splattered bug on a bumper? This
show is not about that, it’s about bringing like-minded people together to
hang out and have a good time.
Throughout the weekend, drivers were hanging out and were more
than happy to talk trucking to anyone who was interested. There was
a Blues Festival and BBQ competition taking place at the same time,
so a lot of non-trucking people were
wandering around the show. I talked with some of these guys and they
were, by and large, very impressed,
not just with the trucks themselves,
but with the friendly atmosphere and
the willingness of the drivers to answer questions, so it was a very good
PR exercise for the industry.
Speaking of which, trucking is
appearing on TV shows more and
more these days and we had the
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star of one of those shows in attendance this year. Marc Springer from
the TV show Shipping Wars brought
along his Kenworth T600 and Landoll trailer. Unlike some of the other
reality TV stars, this guy didn’t have
a crew of people around him, he was
just one of the guys.
The House of Chrome boys that
organized it all were very impressed
with him. He didn’t want a booth set
up, or any special treatment, he was
just there to talk trucks and trucking
and he would talk to anybody, for as
long as it took.
He had quite an interesting story to tell, but he was also walking
around the show and hanging out
with the other truckers and listening to their stories.
I was going to bring my own truck
along to the show – my company has
got me a new fancy Peterbilt – but it
wasn’t ready when I left out on the
trip before the show. So, although it
had the chrome, it wasn’t yet a working truck. I left it behind and I’m glad
I did as the House of Chrome has
been working together with Peterbilt
Manitoba and building some pretty
fancy trucks.
The concept is that Peterbilt Manitoba orders a flat-top 389 for stock,
they hand it over to the House of
Chrome and let them have at it. The

end result is pretty spectacular.
The truck they brought along to
the show was paying homage to the
Boss 302 Mustang, but this was, of
course, a Boss 389.
Not only had they nailed the colour scheme, they had also put some
nice touches in the interior, to the
point of putting a Hearst shifter on
top of the stick to go along with the
engraved pedals and parking/trailer
air control knobs.
It is a very impressive truck and
I’m a big fan of the concept too; it goes
to show that no matter what those

folks in government come up with,
there are still people out there who
not only appreciate the classic truck,
but are also prepared to invest in one
and keep the classic truck alive. As
nice as these new modern aerodynamic trucks are to drive, no amount
of customizing will ever make them
look half as good as a tricked-out
classic truck.
That’s not just my opinion either,
there were examples of the new models from every manufacturer at the
show and not one of them had a crowd
around it, unlike the classics.
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Solving the driver shortage:
A game of inches

O

ne man practicing sportsmanship is better than
100 preaching it; so said
Knute Rockne, the Notre
Dame coaching legend,
who went on to be one
of the greatest college
coaches of all time. His point was that
when it comes to inspiring others and influencing change, actions always speak
louder than words.
It was that sort of thinking that went
into the launching of the Canadian
Trucking Alliance’s Blue Ribbon Task
Force (BRTF) on the Driver Shortage.

Industry
Issues
David Bradley
The task force, whose work is ongoing,
comprises a group of carrier leaders who
are making a comprehensive and honest attempt to tackle the industry’s biggest operational concern – the long-term
chronic shortage of qualified commercial drivers in Canada.
It would be easy to dismiss what the
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I have ever driven for. It’s like a big
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task force is attempting to do. There is no
shortage of cynics in the industry. And
yes, I have heard the argument that there
is no driver shortage, just a shortage of
companies willing to pay more. There is
no denying monetary compensation is a
factor and it’s true in some sectors’ pay
rates have not kept pace with the nature
and demands of job – the task force has
acknowledged that. But it’s also equally
true that there is good (dare I say even
very good?) money to be made in this industry. Even the specialized, premium
sectors of the industry where pay tends
to be higher are not immune from hu-

man resources challenges. The trucking industry isn’t the only sector facing
a shortage of qualified workers but it is
perhaps one of, if not the, most impacted.
The underpinnings of the shortage are
broad and systemic. But as the Conference Board of Canada concluded, they’re
also generational, perceptual and socially reflected in the nation’s demographic
trends. The Conference Board, as well as
the BRTF, concludes that a number of
strategies could help bridge the supply
and demand gap. Wages and working
conditions are obvious. A reorganization
of trucking activity and supply chains in
order to reduce pressures on long-haul
drivers and make better use of their time
is needed. Mandatory entry-level driver
training and upgraded licence standards
to achieve a skilled occupation designation are also important.
Some of these approaches will require
cooperation from outside forces such as
supply chain partners and government.
But for the most part, the trucking industry will have to try and control its own
destiny, which is not easy for an industry
like ours. But as the task force has taken
pains to state, carriers alone hire, fire,
and pay their employees and set the rate
for the services provided. Leadership for
solving the driver shortage has to come
from the carriers. There are things you
can control now without relying on anyone else. Why not start by adopting and
implementing the core values recommended by the BRTF in your human resources policies.
I’ve listed a selection of the core values
before in this space, but I think some of
them bear repeating: For example, truck
drivers are our most important asset, the
face of the industry – to our customers
and to the public and they are deserving of respect. They should have an
improved ability to predict what their
weekly pay is going to be. Compensation
packages need to be competitive with
or better than alternative employment
options and more transparent. Drivers
should be paid for all the work that they
do and earn enough to cover all reasonable out-of-pocket expenses incurred
while on the road for extended periods.
Their time at work should not be wasted
– at shipper/consignee premises, waiting
for their trucks in the shop, or waiting for
a response to a question of their carrier.
They should be able to rely on their carrier not to interfere with their personal
time by (for example) calling them back
to work early. Driver wellness should be a
top priority for employers. You can go to
www.drivershortage.ca to see how carriers are implementing some of these actions into their company’s human resource policy. (And folks, if you don’t
have a human resources policy, the core
values are a good place to start).
In many ways trucking is one of the
most innovative, technologically pioneering industries there is. In other respects, it’s painfully old school and slow
to adapt to new generational realities.
In part this reflects the hypercompetitive nature of the industry where price
is king and many carriers are just trying to survive.
Changing that is difficult. Who wants
to be the first canary in the coalmine?
But there are times when it’s the right
thing to do. Like good sportsmanship.
Don’t be the 101st in line to just preach
about it.
David Bradley is CEO of the
Canadian Trucking Alliance.
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New oil category could bring benefits
By James Menzies
HAMBURG, Germany – As work continues towards the development of a
new heavy-duty engine oil category,
presently known as PC-11, early indications are that fuel savings could be
in store for fleets.
The API PC-11 engine oil category
is slated to be rolled out to industry in
2016. While engine oil categories can
be a difficult thing to get excited about,
early test results from Shell suggest fleet
owners may have much to look forward
to in this particular changeover. Typically, emissions mandates have driven
new engine oil categories roughly every
four years. By the time PC-11 hits the
market in 2016, the current CJ-4 category will have been on the market for a

decade, which Shell’s global OEM technical manager Dan Arcy said is a testament to the effectiveness of the CJ-4
specification.
All good things must come to an end,
however, and CJ-4 will eventually be
phased out by the new category, which
was designed to handle the increased
engine temperatures – to the tune of +10
C – expected of the next-generation engines, as well as other challenges.
Arcy has been actively involved in developing the PC-11 test requirements.
Among the areas to be tested and improved upon are: oxidation stability;
aeration benefits; scuffing/adhesive
wear; shear stability; and compatibility with biofuels.
Noticeably absent among those requirements is a fuel economy test. The

industry is now wholly convinced that
lower viscosity engine oils do, in fact,
provide better fuel economy, and so it

described as those of a grade of 10W30 and lighter – have figured prominently in discussions around the new
standard; not surprising, since it’s expected
low-vis oils will be required, or strongly recommended, to comply with impending
greenhouse gas emissions rules in the US
and Canada. In fact,
PC-11 will have two
sub-categories: one
validating the performance of conventional 15W-40 and heavier
oils, and another category for lighterweight products.
While it’s now widely accepted that
low-viscosity oils provide fuel savings of
about 1.6% (for a 10W-30 oil, compared
to a 15W-40), concerns remain about
the lighter-weight oil’s ability to provide
protection equal to that of a conventional 15W-40.
Those concerns seem to have been
mostly put to rest, based on extensive
testing conducted by Shell.
“The concern in the industry is there
will be more valve train wear, more
wear in the piston ring liner area and
more bearing wear,” Shell’s Keith Selby
said at a global press event on heavyduty engine lubricants, held at the company’s sprawling Technical Center in
Hamburg, Germany. “The industry is
currently working to enable the use of
low-viscosity oils and maintain current
levels of engine durability. The good
news is, the data shows future engine
oils can match current wear protection
with conventional engine oil grades.”
Arcy pointed out tests conducted by Shell showed that after
829,000 miles using Shell Rotella T5
10W-30, rocker arms, oil pans and cylinder liners were as clean and in as
good of condition as those in similar
trucks running 15W-40 oil. The lighterweight oil also demonstrated excellent
iron wear protection, strong TBN retention and acid neutralization capabilities, Arcy said.
“10W-30 oils can provide the wear
protection you need, even in extended
drain conditions,” he said.
As the PC-11 category is further developed, one term you’ll want to add to
your trucking vocabulary is: High Temperature High Shear (HTHS). This has
become an industry-accepted method
of measuring viscosity and is expressed
in centipoise (cP). Industry wanted a
more precise way to define viscosity,
since not all 40-weights are created
equal. Rotella global brand manager
Chris Guerrero compared engine oils
to a high school football team, where all
the players may be in the same grade,
but some players are much bulkier than
others. Likewise, some thick 40-weights
are over-engineered while others more
closely resemble a 30-weight. Adopting HTHS allows the industry to better
understand the true specifications of a
low-viscosity engine oil.
To give an example, a current 15W40 oil typically weighs in at about 4.2
cP. “That’s towards the upper end of
a 40-grade, where most 15W-40s are
blended,” Arcy explained. Thirty-

‘Data shows future
engine oils can
match current
wear protection.’
Keith Selby, Shell
was agreed that no further testing of
this theory was required.
Low-viscosity engine oils – generally

Continued on page 26
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Fuel-savings could be had
through lower-viscosity
PC-11 heavy-duty engine oils
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weight CJ-4 oils are typically around
3.5 cP.
“The current proposal is for a range
of 2.9 cP to 3.3 cP and it may even go
lower than that,” Arcy said. This is good
news for fleets looking to save fuel.
Arcy said Shell has found that moving
from a 4.2 cP oil to a 3.5 cP product has
demonstrated in on-highway field trials, fuel savings of 1.6%. Moving from
3.5 cP to 2.9 cP will bring further fuel
savings. Fleet managers and owner/operators, however, will have to be savvy
buyers, as this number won’t likely be
prominently displayed on packaging. It
will behoove the buyer to seek out the

HTHS rating, which will be included on
data sheets. The fly in the ointment of
this improved fuel economy could be
backwards compatibility, which Arcy
said may not be possible with oils that
boast the lower cP measurements.
“They may not be able to be used in
older equipment, and that could be a
challenge for some of our customers,”
he acknowledged. “They have equipment that spans multiple years, so there
are going to be some challenges.”
The engine OEMs will determine
whether or not they trust ultra low-viscosity oils in their older engines.
Even so, fleets may want to transition to the lighter-weight engine
oils as soon as they’re able. Testing
Shell has conducted in controlled
environments and on the highway, makes a compelling case for
low-vis oils. Arcy said Shell has gone to
great lengths to ensure its test results
reflect real-world conditions.
“You can structure a test to make
your fuel economy look extremely good,
but it may not be relevant,” he said of
some testing methods employed today.
In one test conducted by Shell, five
Class 7 straight trucks were run in a
closed track environment. Trucks running 15W-40 were compared to those
using Rotella T5 10W-30 oil. More
than 400 sample points were taken,
with the lighter-weight oil coming out
on top to the tune of 1.6% in improved
fuel economy. Another test of Class 7
trucks in real-world conditions making local deliveries in Houston, Texas found the trucks achieved 3.3%
greater fuel economy when running
10 W- 3 0 o i l , c o m p a r e d t o
15W-40. (All 10 trucks in this study
alternated between 15W-40 and
10W-30 oils, to achieve credible results). And a test Schneider National conducted using on-highway
Class 8 tractors yielded a 1.57% improvement in real-world driving condit ions when running
10W-30 oil. This test was conducted using the highly respected SAE J1321 testing protocol. With the PC-11 category
on the horizon, the opportunity exists
to provide even greater fuel savings,
Arcy said. Shell started testing the new
category even before it was completed,
developing an experimental 10W-30 oil
with an HTHS of 3.0 cP (compared to
the currently available 10W-30, which
has an HTHS of 3.5 cP).
The initial tests of the experimental PC-11 oil revealed no compromise
in protection. But perhaps even more
promising were the fuel economy results. Five trucks were placed into team
operations with a US fleet and four of
the five showed fuel economy improvements when running the experimental
PC-11 10W-30 oil, Arcy said. The best result was an improvement from 6.52 mpg
using the currently available 10W-30, to
6.97 mpg running the PC-11 spec’ oil.
However, Arcy admitted the test was
set up to evaluate durability, not fuel
economy, and therefore he’s reticent to
make any promises based on those early findings. Still, “When you look at this
data, there’s definitely a fuel economy
benefit there,” Arcy said.
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That keeps costs down over the long haul and extends the life of your engines.
Get the most from your fleet. Learn more at fightsoot.com

DURON. Fight Soot. Save Money.

*Based on MACK T-11 Enhanced Soot Control Test results. DURON-E Synthetic 10W-40 performed 2.2x better than CJ-4 requirement, while maintaining viscosity level.
Petro-Canada is a Suncor Energy business
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No ‘magic bullet’ solution to global energy challenge: Shell
By James Menzies
HAMBURG, Germany – By 2050, there
will be two billion vehicles in the world
– 1.2 billion more than today – doubling
energy demand from 2000 levels, and
most of them will still be powered by
conventional liquid fuels. Meanwhile,
every single litre of diesel that’s burned
results in 2.6 kgs of CO2 being released
into the atmosphere.
Richard Tucker, general manager,
technology, commercial fuels and lubricants with Shell, said during a global technology event here that there is
no single solution that will wean the
world off traditional fuels. Tucker said
that to avoid serious climate change,
emissions must be reduced in half from
2000 levels by 2050, all while accommodating some 1.2 billion additional vehi-

cles. There will be nine billion people
on the earth by then, and 75% of them
will live in cities. By 2050, Tucker said,
two-thirds of vehicles will still use “current engine technologies and conventional liquid fuels.”
“There are no magic answers, no single solutions to these challenges,” Tucker said.
Shell has been developing alternative
fuels and lubricants to work with such
fuels around the world, but the effectiveness of these fuels is largely dependent on the region. For example, Shell is
investing significant resources towards
building a liquefied natural gas corridor in Alberta, whereas bio-fuels are a
more effective alternative fuel in Brazil.
Shell is looking to address the global
energy challenge through its Smarter
Mobility strategy. It’s based on three

pillars: smarter product; smarter infrastructure; and smarter use.
The company has established a Dis-

‘There is no single
alternative to
oil-based road
transport.’
Richard Tucker, Shell
covery Hub; a team of people looking
for radical lubricant solutions that can
be developed five years down the road.
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For example, Shell already is looking
at ultra-low-viscosity engine oils, such
as 0W-20 formulations, even though
current engine designs
won’t support such a
thin oil.
“Today’s spec’s won’t
allow it, but we know
we can make it work,”
Tucker said, noting further collaboration is
required with vehicle
manufacturers so that
future engines can accommodate fuel-saving lower viscosity engine oils.
“We’re trying to not
just follow the specifications, but to take
a more radical approach,” said Tucker.
“What can we do to change the game
in the world of lubrication? We are putting a lot of effort into working with the
vehicle manufacturers and the engine
manufacturers to understand what the
requirements of their engines are now,
and also in the future. We’re trying to
work with them collaboratively to see
how we can optimize the system (engine and lubricant) as one piece.”
Shell’s Frank Machatschek gave some
examples of how Shell is working with
truck and engine OEMs more closely than ever before to develop product and solve problems in the field. In
one such example, a Daimler customer
in a Peruvian mining application was
experiencing turbo failures due to oil
contamination. Shell worked with the
customer and Daimler to recommend a
more effective lubricant for that specific
application, and completely eliminated the customer’s turbo-related problems, while also doubling their drain
intervals.
“Our ambition is to be the technical
partner of choice for truck manufacturers,” Machatschek said, noting Shell
spends more than $1 billion each year
in research and development, which
he claimed is unmatched in the oil industry. Some of that R&D spending has
resulted in the creation of new or improved fuels for heavy truck transport.
Shell FuelSave diesel, not yet offered in
North America, can save customers up
to 3% of their fuel costs over the lifetime
of the vehicle, Tucker said. It also reduces corrosion and foaming, while lowering CO2 and smoke output.
The company also produces GTL (gas
to liquid) fuel in the Netherlands and
Germany. Tucker said the fuel is easier
to store, transport and use than other
gas-based fuels.
It’s a cleaner-burning fuel than today’s diesel, reduces engine noise and
is easy to implement in existing infrastructure. There are still some challenges with GTL which must first be worked
out before the fuel is rolled out commercially in other parts of the world, Tucker
admitted.
Shell will continue to develop alternative fuels with an eye towards reducing emissions, by identifying the best
fuel for each region, he added.
“There is no single alternative to oilbased road transport,” Tucker said.
“All fuel options will be needed. We
don’t believe there is any single solution; there’s no silver bullet that’s going to solve the energy challenges we
have.”

Job Postings
Are Free!
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More than remanufacturing happening
at Detroit Reman’s Hibbing plant
By James Menzies
HIBBING, Minn. – The small northeastern Minnesota town of Hibbing has
produced some notable stars, including
rocker Bob Dylan and the MLB home
run king of the pre-steroid era, Roger
Maris. It’s also home to Greyhound Bus
Lines.
In August, another Hibbing business
was making some waves, with the announcement Detroit Reman is moving into a new facility and expanding
its operations there. DMR Electronics
was initially a small, privately held organization run out of a two-car garage.
It was acquired by Daimler in 2007 and
has grown significantly since then.
It now does electronics remanufacturing under the Detroit Reman brand,
for a wide variety of Daimler and nonDaimler companies.
But to call Detroit Reman’s Hibbing,
Minn. operations a simple reman plant
is to do it a disservice. It’s actually much
more than that. During a plant tour in
August, this visitor concluded it’s actually an extension of Daimler’s global
engineering operations.
A remarkable amount of engineering and development is conducted here.
They aren’t simply rebuilding circuit
boards and other electronics; workers
here actively seek out design improve-

Officials take part in a groundbreaking ceremony in Hibbing, Minn. for Detroit
Reman’s new electronics remanufacturing facility.

ments and then share them with the
parent company, which then benefits
from reduced warranty costs and the
development of more reliable products.
One example of this is EGR valves,
which were initially problematic for
all the heavy-duty engine manufacturers. During the remanufacturing
process, workers at the Hibbing plant
identified the root cause of many of the
parts’ problems and then designed a solution. In this case, failure was resulting
from intermittent openings of the EGR
valve, which were caused by excessive
vibration.

Owner-OperatOrs, COMpanY
DrIVers & COMpanY LOnG HaUL
DrIVers neeDeD!
Western Canada, Montreal and Maritimes

The folks in Hibbing developed a new
soldering method for improved contact between metals and then encapsulated the inside of the EGR actuator
with a potting material to reduce vibration. The fix was thoroughly tested and
then shared with the parent company,
which implemented the design change
into the production of new EGR valves
around the world. Today, a Mercedes
truck in Germany – and a Freightliner, here at home – is more reliable and
achieves better uptime because of a solution worked out by the small Detroit
Reman plant in Hibbing, Minnesota.
Another example of how this acquisition is paying off for Daimler involves variable pressure output devices (VPODs). Once again, imperfections
uncovered during the remanufacturing
process resulted in an improved design
that saw warranty costs related to the
device decrease 85% since 2010 when
the fix was implemented.
Suddenly, the acquisition of little
DMR Electronics in out-of-the-way
Hibbing, Minn. is looking like a brilliant strategic move on Daimler’s part.
And the company has rewarded the
operations here, expanding it to more
than twice the size of when it was ac-

quired. It now employs more than 100
people and is equipped with the latest
tools and technologies. With the move
to a brand new state-of-the-art facility
near the region’s airport, Detroit Reman
will add another 30-50% to its staff size
upon completion of a further 30,000 sq.ft. expansion.
That feel-good announcement was
made in August in front of current staff,
local media and area dignitaries, as well
as the trucking press. The move is expected to be completed by early 2015.
It could also see more remanufacturing brought in-house as the company’s
Hibbing reman plant expands its capabilities with the strong financial backing of Daimler.
“Detroit Reman is more than a remanufacturer of heavy iron,” said Stefan Kurschner, then president of Detroit Reman. “Through the growth and
evolution of the Hibbing plant over the
past six years and because of the creativity and passion of its employees, Detroit Reman has become an expert in
the manufacture and remanufacture
of high-quality electronics products.”
David Rhode, plant operations manager in Hibbing, added, “Today represents the next chapter in Detroit Reman’s long-term commitment to our
employees and the region.”
Meanwhile, some personnel changes
are afoot within the organization. Having helped orchestrate the impending
move into a new facility, Kurschner has
since moved on to a new role as president and CEO of Daimler Vehiculos Comerciales Mexico, effective Sept. 1.
Taking his place as head of Detroit
Reman is Sanjiv Khurana.
Currently, the Detroit Reman in Hibbing produce new and remanufactured:
engine controllers; transmission controllers; vehicle controllers; turbo actuators; EGR actuators; variable pressure output devices; intake throttle
controllers; instrument clusters; and
audio amplifiers. It also offers contract
manufacturing services for custom wiring harnesses, circuit board assemblies,
UL-certifiable control panels, test systems, and relay boxes. The Hibbing facility is one of six Detroit Reman plants
located in the US and Mexico.
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BUYING
USED

New
Truck
Price
$125,000

It’s a smart idea but
which factors count
the most among Western
Canada fleets?

New
Truck
Price
$95,000

Personal knowledge
& ability to properly
spec a used truck

on a
scale
of 1-5

5

Knowledge level of dealer sales rep
1.5
1
2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Truck history
1

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Age of truck/mileage
1.5
1

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

GVW/payload
1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Horsepower
1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Axle ratio
1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

20%

Fuel tank size
1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Quality of tires
1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Availability of APU
1.5
1

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Engine brand
1

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Length & quality of warranty
1.5
1

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Available financing
1.5
1

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Transmission type
1.5
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹ 1

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Estimated maintenance costs
1.5
1

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Availability of parts
1.5
1

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Brand
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹ 1

Peterbilt

8%
Volvo

5% Sterling
3% Mac

3% Western Star

Type of transmission
preferred

27%

Automatic

51%

Manual
18 speed

20%

Manual
13 speed

T

2%

Manual
10 speed

he price of a new Class 8 truck, thanks
mainly to the latest engine modifications necessary to meet increasingly
stringent emissions regulations, has increased considerably since 2006. With
freight volumes still not at high levels
and rate increases remaining sluggish,
motor carriers looking to update their fleets may consider purchasing newer model used trucks. Our latest
Equipment Buying Trends Survey, completed this
August, shows 8 in 10 Western-Canada based carriers
have purchased used trucks in the past.
It also shows they rate their personal knowledge and
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1.5

1.5

1.5

2

Sum to
Finance
$45,000

4.5

Navistar

1

Used
Truck
Value
$50,000

4

10%

Freightliner

The purchasing decision 2006

3.5

Brand currently drive
36
%

28%

Sum to
Finance
$105,000

3

Yes No

Kenworth

Used
Truck
Value
$20,000

2.5

Most important factors
considered when
purchasing used trucks

23%

- =
- =

The purchasing decision 2013

ability to properly spec a used truck fairly high – an average of 3.94 on a scale of 1 to 5.
So what are the most important factors considered by
Western Canada fleet executives when purchasing used
trucks for their operations? That’s one of the many questions we asked in our latest survey and the chart above
shows what we found.
As would be expected, the age of the truck and its
mileage are the most important considerations. That is
likely presenting a challenge as Canadian carriers hung
on to their vehicles longer than normal during the recession and subsequent slow recovery. Low-mileage vehicles are harder to find.

The availability of parts, transmission type and GVW
round out the top four considerations. Brand ranks in
the middle of the pack of considerations. If past history is
any indication, Freightliner, Kenworth and Peterbilt, will
continue to be the most sought after Class 8 used trucks
because they are the most often purchased new Class 8
trucks in Western Canada.
When it comes to transmissions, market preference
appears headed in two directions. On the one-hand, the
traditional 18-speed manual remains a strong choice,
being the preference of slightly more than half of our
survey respondents. But more than a quarter of our respondents now favor automatic transmissions.
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City’s outreach
for traffic input
a good thing:
Ken Rosenau
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PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS
2) How many vehicles are based at or controlled from this 6) Indicate your PRIMARY type of business by checking
location? Please indicate quantities by type:
ONLY ONE of the following:
— No. of Straight Trucks _____ No. of Trailers
a) ❏ For Hire/Contract Trucking (hauling for others)
_____ No. of Buses
b) ❏ Lease/Rental
— No. of Truck-Tractors _____ No. of Off-Road Vehicles
c) ❏ Food Production / Distribution / Beverages
d) ❏ Farming
3) Does this location operate, control or administer one
or more vehicles in any of the following Gross Vehicle
e) ❏ Government (Fed., Prov., Local)
Weight (GVW) categories? Please check YES or NO:
f) ❏ Public Utility (electric, gas, telephone)
14,969 kg. & over (33,001 lbs. & over)...
❏ YES ❏ NO
g) ❏ Construction / Mining / Sand & Gravel
11,794-14,968 kg. (26.001-33,000 lbs.).
❏ YES ❏ NO
h) ❏ Petroleum / Dry Bulk / Chemicals / Tank
8,846-11,793 kg. (19,501-26,000 lbs.)...
❏ YES ❏ NO
i) ❏ Manufacturing / Processing
4,536-8,845 kg. (10,000-19,500 lbs.).....
❏ YES ❏ NO
j
i) ❏ Retail
Under 4,536 kg. (10,000 lbs.)................
❏ YES ❏ NO
jii) ❏ Wholesale
4) This location operates, controls or administers:
k) ❏ Logging / Lumber
Diesel powered vehicles.......................... ❏ YES ❏ NO
b) ❏ Bus Transportation
Refrigerated vehicles............................... ❏ YES ❏ NO
m)
❏ Other (Please specify)
Pickups or Utility Vans............................. ❏ YES ❏ NO
Propane powered vehicles...................... ❏ YES ❏ NO 7) Are you involved in the purchase of equipment or
replacement parts? . . . . . . . . . . . .
❏ YES ❏ NO
5) Do you operate maintenance facilities
at this location? .................................... ❏ YES ❏ NO 8) Are you responsible either directly or indirectly
IF YES, do you employ mechanics?........ ❏ YES ❏ NO
for equipment maintenance? . . . .
❏ YES ❏ NO

CLIP and MAIL
With
Payment to

80 Valleybrook Drive,
Toronto, Ontario
M3B 2S9

TODAY!

EDMONTON, Alta. – An attempt by
the city of Edmonton to solicit input
on how goods can be moved more efficiently in Alberta’s capital city is a good
thing, and long overdue. But one of the
solutions proposed to uncork traffic
bottlenecks is a non-starter that flies
in the face of reality. That’s the opinion
of Ken Rosenau, operations manager
for Edmonton-headquartered Rosenau
Transport. Rosenau told Truck West
during a recent conversation that he’s
pleased the city is finally consulting
on the issue, but he’s also somewhat
taken aback by its idea of setting up socalled “consolidation centres” – roundup areas on the outskirts of town, designed to keep big trucks out of the city
as much as possible.
“It’s redundant,” Rosenau said. “It’ll
never fly in 100 years, with any transport company. If you’re going to tell us
we’re going to have a checkpoint northwest of the city and we have to unload
our trucks there and disperse them into
smaller trucks at that point, that’s not going to happen.”
Rosenau said he runs 20-25 trucks a
night between Edmonton and Grande
Prairie alone, and that his trucks will
keep going to their existing freight terminals regardless of how badly the city
wants to make them disappear. He also
questioned the logic of how splitting the
loads from large trucks onto a bunch
of smaller ones, as the city’s approach
would appear to suggest, could reduce
the number of trucks overall, let alone
help goods move more freely.
“They have to have a hard look at that,”
he said. His comments came after the
city released a draft strategy that, according to the Edmonton Journal, contained some 34 suggestions for helping
ease the flow of goods, including more
mainstream strategies of repairing potholes and overhauling existing roads.
And despite his pooh-poohing of the
consolidation centre concept, Rosenau
said he likes most of what’s being done
and/or proposed.
“It’s long overdue that the city takes
a hard look at their roadways first and
foremost,” he said, adding that “as everyone knows, there are a couple of roadways in this city that just make absolutely no sense whatsoever to anyone.”
One of his major complaints is about
expressways that aren’t as express as
they could be.
“Any time you put traffic lights on a
major thoroughfare you can’t really call
it a freeway,” he said, citing as an example the Anthony Henday ring road on the
west side of the city. “They put lights at
Cameron, Lessard and Terwilliger,” he
said, noting as well that the problem has
since been fixed.
“Who builds a freeway system and
puts traffic lights on it? I don’t know how
it could have made sense when they were
doing the initial planning to build a ring
road to move traffic more efficiently, but
put in traffic lights at every intersection
and then come back three or four years
later to construct the overpasses.”
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It does sound like a bit of bureaucratic
buffoonery, and Rosenau – who travels
to Phoenix often – thinks it didn’t have to
be. He tips his hat to the Americans for
“building the infrastructure to accommodate growth and expansion down the
road. But here in Edmonton, they haven’t
done a good job of that. It’s more reactive
building than proactive in my mind.”
Edmonton’s explosive growth in recent years has challenged the city’s ability to get caught up with its infrastructure issues, but Rosenau said they’re still
managing to do pretty well, all things
considered. “We’re based on the south
side of Edmonton and use basically from

sions and meetings “usually about every
six weeks,” Rosenau said, sessions where
“they get together and they’ll maybe
have city planners one time and engineers the next time. So they’re initiating
the discussion and it seems to me they’re
taking a more proactive approach, trying
to solve the problem instead of trying to
brush it under the carpet.”
That doesn’t mean there aren’t challenges, such as the inevitable slowdowns
any such roadwork creates, but Rosenau
is confident that – other than the consolidation centres – changes for the good
are happening.
“Obviously this takes time,” he said.
“To build that type of
infrastructure isn’t
done overnight, so we
just have to kind of be
patient. There’s lots of
work ahead but they are
making strides to make
the infrastructure better, which you don’t normally see from the city’s
standpoint.”
The Journal reported
that the city will probably hold another
public information session this fall before coming up with a final plan to be put
before city council, probably next spring.
Rosenau is cool with that as long as
things keep getting done.
“The city obviously doesn’t have
an open chequebook,” he said, “but it
seems that people are finally starting
to take notice. You can see the light at
the end of the tunnel so you just have
to bide your time.”

‘The city obviously
doesn’t have an
open chequebook.’
Ken Rosenau
75th street east into Sherwood Park, but
that area of town has just absolutely gone
nuts with development and expansion”
he said.
“And the city has started to do a really
good job on improving the roadways into
those areas. I think the city has recognized the development and the growth
in that particular area.”
Other areas that Rosenau thinks need
attention include bottlenecks on the Yellowhead Trail. He likes the new overpass
at the Yellowhead and 156th street, and
said it has improved traffic flow substantially, but notes it isn’t the only problem
area on that road. Whether a solution
is in the cards, however, isn’t known at
this point.
“Whether down the road it’s in the
plan to build a new overpass on 149th
– and I’ll keep picking on that intersection – I just don’t know if it’s feasible at
this point,” he said.
Rosenau’s number one concern, however, is getting the ring road finished.
“Once the Henday is complete, that’s
going to help tenfold,” he said. A current sticking point is bottlenecks on the
eastern part of the Henday created by
bridge construction over the ring road,
but Rosenau said the city is doing it right
there by not inflicting a bunch of traffic
lights on the freeway like they did on the
western section. As for the city’s consultation process, Rosenau said he’s glad
the city appears to be interested in learning from the industry, and his company
is fully behind the idea.
“I think what they’re trying to do is
reach out to the various transport companies and ask what affects us the most,”
he said. “We volunteered that if the city
wants to send someone with one of our
drivers weekly, the doors are wide open.”
And those doors are being used.
Rosenau reported that three or four
city representatives have ridden with his
people for a full day, as well as spending time at the freight terminal “learning what challenges we have trying to
get around the city,” he said.
“By riding with the drivers who deal
with the traffic, the intersections day in
and day out, they’re going to get a real
good perspective from that point of
view,” he said. “I think they’re looking
for life experience, and we’re offering
that and I’m glad they’re taking that initiative; it’s really going to help. The city
has also been having open forum discus-
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fiction Mark Dalton: Owner/Operator
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THE STORY SO FAR…
Mark takes a load of steel rebar from Hamilton to Sudbury. It’s very heavy and he takes it slow, and that encourages drivers to take risks getting by him. After one
particularly close call, he’s forced onto the shoulder.
Mark continues on, leaving Sudbury for Winnipeg. On
curvy Hwy. 17, a minivan tries to make a dangerous pass
in the oncoming lane. Mark tries to get out of the way but
some quick turns of the wheel sent his trailer spinning,
forcing his load to break free and spill into the ditch.
A crane comes to clean up the mess. The police arrive on the scene and Mark is given two tickets – one for
careless driving, another for an unsecure load. When
the clean-up crew is done, the leader hands Mark the
bill for their service. Mark expected the steel company
to pay, and they want him to pay, but who is to blame?
•
Mark stopped at the first truck stop he came upon so
he could call up the steel company. He could have easily called while he drove and speak through his bluetooth connection, but he had a feeling he’d want to
focus all of his attention on this phone call. “Hello?”
“Hi, this is Mark Dalton calling.”
“Mark who?”
He just shook his head. “The guy who lost his
load.”
“Ah, one moment please.”
The line went silent a moment, then the shipper
picked up the phone. “Yeah, I’ve got your bill for the
crane,” Mark said.
“Our bill?”
“That’s right. The crane operator gave it to me.”
“That’s your bill.”
“You expect me to pay for this.”
“Yes I do. You’re the driver. It was your load.” Mark had
a feeling the company would take that position, but he
wasn’t going to give up without a fight. “But your guys
loaded the trailer. Your guys secured it.”
“You did a circle check, right?”
“Of course.”
“And everything was all right before you headed out,
right?”
“It looked that way…”
“You inspected the load and you made the decision
that everything was safe enough to take it on the road.
That’s why it’s your bill.”
“But…”
“Once the trailer leaves our yard, the driver is responsible for the load. Even if that wasn’t our position, everyone knows that it’s the driver who’s ultimately responsible for his load.” This time Mark paused and when he
was sure he could proceed without getting cut off, he
said, “Your guys loaded the truck and secured it with
faulty equipment. Two of the straps were frayed right
through.”
“Okay. Did you make a note of that after your circle
check?”
“No,” Mark said, feeling the wind coming out of his
sails. “The frayed bits were on top of the load. I didn’t
see them until after.”
“Isn’t that convenient?” Mark expected a bit of a fight,
but not this kind of antagonism.
“Why would I lie about something like that?”
“To avoid paying the bill for the clean-up.”
“But you guys have to be at least partially to blame.”
A long silence, then, “Sue us if you want. We’re not

The Blame
Game
paying for the crane.” And with that the shipper hung
up. Mark was speechless. He’d expected some resistance, but not this…this was bullying. He considered
leaving the loaded trailer right there in the truck stop,
but that would only make matters worse. If he didn’t
deliver, he’d never get paid for the load and they’d probably sue him for some sort of breach of contract. If he
sued them, the process would take years and even if he
won, it probably wouldn’t cover the money he’d spend
on lawyers fees, never mind the time off work to appear
in court. He looked at the bill again. It was a big number,
maybe big enough to make legal action worth his while.
•
Mark hit the Internet via the truck stop’s WiFi. At first
his Google search for lawyers who dealt with trucking
accidents was like hitting a jackpot. Dozens and dozens of law firms welcomed, even specialized in trucking accidents. And there were plenty of sub-headings on
the law firm websites that dealt with “Common causes
and liability,” and “Defective truck equipment and improper load size.”
“Now we’re talking,” Mark said.
But as he read further, his stomach began to turn.
Sure there were all kinds of lists that asked “Who is responsible?” and the answers ranged from the truck’s
driver to the shipper or loader of the truck’s cargo, but
each of these sites – every last one of them – was designed to attract people who had been injured or otherwise involved in an accident with a truck. These lawyers
were out to sue everyone from the driver to the shipper,
from the company that made the truck’s tires to the guy
who last worked on the truck’s brakes. And judging by
the number and variety of lawyers who did this kind
of work, it had to be one hell of a profitable business.
Still, Mark thought it was worth giving one of these
lawyers a call, just to see if they could help. He picked
a lawyer whose office was nearby and gave him a call.

After Mark explained what had happened, the man
asked, “Was anyone hurt?”
“No.”
“Oh, I see,” the man said, doing nothing to hide his
disappointment.
“I just want to sue the company for at least half the
clean-up bill. That’s only fair, right.”
“Uh-huh.” The man didn’t seem all that interested
in the idea of fair. After a sigh, he said, “I’d be happy
to take the case for you. I require $5,000 up front as
a retainer…” Mark’s jaw dropped. That was almost
as much as the clean-up bill.
“And once that’s used up I charge $300 per hour.”
At that rate, it wouldn’t take long to owe this lawyer double or triple the cost of the clean-up. “I’ll think
about it,” Mark said, hanging up the phone.
•
After Mark delivered his load of steel in Winnipeg, he
got back onto the road and headed straight for Hamilton. “Bud, this is Mark Dalton,” he said, not allowing Bud to play any games with his name.
“What can I do for you?”
“I want you to get me another load of steel from
that same mill.”
“What? I didn’t think you wanted to go back there.”
A laugh. “They probably wouldn’t give you another
load anyway.”
“You think so?”
“Yeah, pretty sure.”
“What if you give them another name? It’s a busy
place with plenty of shippers. They’ve got drivers
coming and going all day long.”
“And what name would you use?”
Mark’s mind was a blank. “John Smith,” he finally
blurted.
“Oh, very original.”
“Okay, how about John G. Smith?”
“Wow,” Bud said. “I hardly recognize you anymore.”
“Just do it for me, will ya?”
“Okay,” Bud said. “It’s not like I’ll be sending any of
my drivers there anymore anyway.”
•
Two days later Mark was back at the mill wearing a ball
cap and a pair of big, dark sunglasses. He was picking
up a load from a different area of the plant and shipper
was a younger man, probably in his early thirties. Mark
decided to strike up a conversation with the shipper.
“Hey, I heard you guys had a spill up north.”
“Yeah. Winnipeg run.”
“Losing one of these loads is expensive, eh?”
“Yeah, for the driver.”
“Really,” Mark said. “You guys weren’t liable at all.”
He shook his head. “Nah.”
“Not even a little bit?”
He shook his head again. “Out of the yard, not our
problem.”
•
A short time later, Mark did a thorough circle check, but
instead of tightening the straps securing the load, he undid every single strap on the trailer. Then, when everything was good and loose, Mark put Mother Load in gear
and began driving in circles inside the yard. Tighter and
tighter until…SPRANGSHH! The entire load rolled off the
trailer and spilled out across the yard. Traffic grounded
to a halt. People began appearing in windows and doorframes. Mark calmly got out of Mother Load, disconnected the fifth wheel and drove out of the yard. “Your
yard,” he said at the top of his voice. “Your problem.”

Illustration by Glenn McEvoy
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jim’s brayings

Welcome to Jim’s Brayings, a quick look at some interesting community news items from across the west that we think will interest you. If
you have some news you think will be a good match for this column,
pop me off an e-mail at jim@transportationmedia.ca. We can’t run
everything, of course, but we’ll try to get in as much as space permits…

W

ell, here it is “the
most wonderful
time of the year,”
according to the
late Andy Williams
via Staples’ “back to
school” commercials. So the ankle
biters are back in bondage, school zones
are once again a pain in the, well, neck –
and the highways are a little less clogged
with campers and blissfully unaware
tourists. Autumn is the most beautiful
time of year. I love the freshness of the
air, the little chill that means I can go outside without a parasol (no, I don’t have
photos). I’m not as fond of what autumn
leads into, but at least we have Chinooks
to make winter more tolerable. Well, except for Chinook headaches.

Best of the best
Speaking of headaches, have you ever
worked for a place that wasn’t worth the
headaches of your being there? Who
hasn’t, eh? I’ve walked away from a few
such places (one of which, alas, was my
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own!) so I can identify with people suffering under bosses from Hell. And that’s
why I want to shine my personal spotlight on a company operating in the west
that has proven to be at the opposite end
of the “bosses from Hell” spectrum.
I’m talking about the Best Fleets to
Drive For, of course, the annual celebration of excellence. Getting on this list is a
real feather in a company’s hat, and the
competition is stiff. As I mentioned in a
Brayings a while back, Saskatchewan’s
Yanke seems to have a perennial place
on the list: they’ve been recognized for
five consecutive years! But barking at
their heels is Trimac Transportation,
who made the list for the third time in
a row. And Trimac is understandably
pleased about it. According to Les Rozander, the company’s Canadian director of retention and recruitment, “being
awarded Best Fleets to Drive For in 2013
is an honour in which every Trimac employee should take great pride.”

A moving experience
Speaking of Trimac, the Calgary-head-

quartered company also pulled up
stakes and put down new roots in the
city by (and sometimes under) the Bow
earlier this year.
Trimac’s new corporate office is in
the Northeast quadrant, just off Deerfoot Trail in a development at 32nd Avenue called Deerfoot Junction.
The new digs represent what the
company says is a “new and exciting shift for Trimac,” and features an
open concept centered on fostering
improved communication and collaboration among employees. The company’s hindquarters, er, headquarters
was parked in Calgary’s downtown core
since the early 1980’s, an area that suffers
from traffic gridlock a good part of the
day. I imagine the folks who hang their
hats in the new office will relish getting
away from that downtown congestion
- at least until they hit Deerfoot Trail at
rush hour.

Talk about a
“meat and greet!”
Summer is barbecue time for many of
us, and that includes the Alberta Motor
Transport Association, which hosts a series of provincial driver barbecues across
the province. They don’t really cook the
drivers, do they?
Balzac and Demmitt have yet to fire
up their grills as of this writing, but if the
turnouts there are like the ones so far,
a “food” time will be had by a bunch of
busy truckers.
Four “bull” (well, “cow”) sessions are
already in the books, with good turnouts recorded for each. At Vermilion
(that reminds me, did you know that
“Thanks Vermilion” was a paint colour
offered on the old Ford Maverick?) they
had about 450 drivers stop by to enjoy
the food and companionship. Organizers handed out some 700 gift bags
as well. Leduc saw so many folk show
up that they ran out of food, outdoing
Vermilion by having about 500 drivers
turn out and 770 swag bags handed out
– though the AMTA claims they could
have disseminated 1,000 bags, easily.
The figures were about the same for
the bash in Whitecourt, while at Dunmore – southeast of Medicine Hat – 200
gift bags found homes and about 175
drivers stopped by, despite it being a
slow Friday, with only one side of the
highway open at the time.
The food – burgers and smokies and
associated condiments – was “mustard”
with relish by Loblaw’s, so lettuce thank
them for that. The barbecues were sponsored by Plains Midstream (Vermillion),
Ceda Reactor (Leduc), Stahl Peterbilt
(Whitecourt) and New West Freightliner (Dunmore).
H&R Transport provided the refrigerated trailer to haul the food to the locations. A nice gesture that I’m sure was
appreciated by the drivers who stopped
by. Of course, after stopping for lunch
like that, they’d be playing ketchup the
rest of the day.

Of floods and forces
Elsewhere in this issue there’s a piece
based on an conversation I had with Ken
Rosenau, of Rosenau Transport, where
he talks about what the City of Edmonton is doing to help facilitate traffic flow.
While I had him tied up on Skype, I
asked him for an update on his company’s Alberta flood relief and Support the
Troops outreaches, the former of which
was hopefully a one-time affair while the
latter is an ongoing effort on the company’s part to honour our men and women
in uniform. As far as the flood relief is
concerned, Rosenau reported that they
pulled one of their last of about a dozen loads of stuff down to High River in
mid-August. “A lot of our people did a lot
of good,” he said. “I’m proud that they
stepped in and did what they could.”
The Support the Troops initiative continues to go well, too. It involves taking a
specially-decorated “Military-themed”
truck to various functions throughout
the year including, so far this year, a big
one at CFB Edmonton and a week at
Suffield. They also rolled into CFB Cold
Lake, and performed at a function in
Lloydminster.
The outreach is getting them some
good feedback, too, which Rosenau admitted is a nice change from the usual
“your truck or your driver is doing this
or that” stuff. He told me about an email
he received from a guy in Red Deer that
was a nice bit of positive reinforcement.
“He just wanted to say thank you very
much,” Rosenau said. “His son was over
in Kandahar and he was shot - he’s still
alive but he was shot - and the gentleman went on to say ‘thank you for doing
what you do; it’s guys like you that support the troops and the communities.’ It
was just a great email.”
The man went on to say that his son
was one of the injured troops who did
a Mount Kilimanjaro climb a few years
ago, and Rosenau said he was blown
away by the accomplishment. “I get a
sore shoulder playing hockey and this
guy is wounded – fairly significant injuries – and climbing Mount Kilimanjaro,” he said. “It’s just really nice to get
those type of e-mails and we broadcast
those through the entire company. We
just don’t hear enough good stories like
that and so it really makes me proud.”
Rosenau also has a plan to help retiring military personnel find a new life after
the Service. “We have job fairs for retiring
military personnel and I go there and say
that any military personnel who wants a
job and if I have room in the organization,
they have a job guaranteed,” he said. So
far, he’s hired six retired troops, a couple
of whom work on a part time basis. “It’s
worked out real well for us,” he said.
If you have something in your craw you’d
like to get uncrawed, or if you know of an
issue or person your peers might benefit
from hearing about, drop me an email at
jim@transportationmedia.ca.
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